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Newsletter of the Barony of Forgotten Sea Third Quarter 2011 In this issue Baronial Letter From The Seneschal Why We Do Demos Chicken in Sweetened Almond Milk October, Kalends Style Choosing a Name & Creating a Persona The Sword of Calontir From the Knit Night Organizer: Local Activities Kinder Market Baronial Officers Credits



Baronial Letter Unto the many and varied Good Gentles of Forgotten Sea, do Their Excellencies Duncan Bruce of Logan and Ylva Jonsdottir, by the grace of Their Majesties Baron and Baroness of Forgotten Sea, send Greetings. The waning summer weeks were full of joy in Forgotten Sea as two of our members , Friederich and Malachai, were elevated into Peerage orders – Laurel and Pelican respectively. And then, adding to the excitement and pride, the Forgotten Sea team at King's Companie of Archers won first place! Congratulations to Truetvin Inglefinger, Master Lief of Crescent Moon, Cynedd of Loche Smythe, Kitsu no Taro, and Daniel Martel. We're very proud of you, and everyone from BFS who shot. And the glory just kept on coming. Just prior to the coronation of Their Majesties Kaye and Ostwald; Aine, Jonathan and Jorunn were all awarded Queen's Endorsements of Distinctions, Odo – the King's Favor, and Her Grace Ariel - an Augmentation of Arms! We couldn't agree more that these are some of the finest citizens of Forgotten Sea and of Calontir.



In evening court that same day, Anton and Isabeau became Duke and Duchess. We are so lucky to have them, as well as Her Tinyness, as citizens of Forgotten Sea. And then just when you thought that we had seen all of the notoriety that this Barony could possibly expect in a few short weeks, Her Excellency Iarlles Branwen was invited into membership in the Order of the Pelican. Her service to Calontir and to Forgotten Sea continues to be inspirational to us all. Looking ahead, we are making plans for a Baronial Championship Tourney at fighter practice on November 2, and Yule Court with a pot luck feast the night before Kris Kinder, Friday, December 9. Baronial projects in the works include making new Kingdom war banners, and largess resulting from our knitting and naabinding classes. What else would you like to see happen? Bring your ideas to Curia meetings, the second Wednesday of every month, or just drop us an email at [email protected] . So much to be thankful for, to delight in, and to look forward to. We have indeed enjoyed rich rewards this harvest season. Logan & Ylva Baron & Baroness, Forgotten Sea



From The Seneschal To the Right and True nobles of the Barony of Forgotten Sea, greetings again from your humble Seneschal, Brendan Mac an tSaoir It has truly been an excellent season for the barony, and for many of the good Gentles who reside here. Congratulations to all that have been honored and those that soon will be. Recently we have moved our Fighter Practice, Populace Meetings, and Curia indoors. We are at the same site we’ve had for the last few years, Westport Roanoke Community Center. Please join us for the winter sessions. A Barony’s strength is in it’s people, and a person’s strength is enhanced through practice and the exchange of ideas, and truthfully we like having more of our friends around. Kris Kinder is right around the corner. Our courageous Autocrat and his team can use our help in once again making this a successful event. Please consider joining us for the Yule Court the night before. As always, we have much to accomplish and I look forward to working with you all. Slán go foill ~Brendan HL Brendan Mac an tSaoir, Seneschal Barony of Forgotten Sea



Why We Do Demos On September 10th of this year, a stalwart crew of folks from the Barony put on a demonstration of the SCA for a group of grade school aged children at the Jewish Community Center in Johnson County. We fought for them, we played period games with them, we showed them period toys and how to spin wool. Before we got there, they had colored paper “tabards” with the arms of several of the fighters, using interesting color choices, I might add. There was so much enthusiasm shown by one and all that all the SCA folks had to go out for a beer afterward. Her Excellency Ylva even had one (granted, it was cut with lemonade)! On October 7th, 8th and 9th another stalwart crew will have headed up to the Lathrop Antique Showgrounds to participate in their Living History Festival. The current plan includes fighting, archery, a siege engine demonstration, and all kinds of arts and crafts being demonstrated. There will be lots of school age kids on Friday the 7th, and the general public on Saturday and Sunday. Some of us SCA folk will have camped, showing off their period camp gear as well. We even plan to have a beer sitting around the fire with our friends (after the public leaves, anyway). These are just two examples of very different types of demos that we do in the SCA. The first was oriented towards very young children, with activities aimed specifically at that age group. The second is a more general showing of the diverse activities that we do. Are we likely to gain any members from the first demo? I doubt it. After all, I'd be willing to bet none of those kids remember who it was who came and showed them the cool games and toys. And I don't really expect them to. What about the Lathrop demo? Will it bring in a bunch of new members? While it is somewhat more likely than than the JCC demo, it still isn't the main reason we will be there. Part of our responsibility being part of the SCA Inc., as outlined in Corpora, is to educate the public about life in pre17th century Europe. To that end we need to make ourselves available at times to groups that want to learn more about European history. By doing those kind of demonstrations, we help keep our not for profit status. One of the reasons we are allowed to use the Kelsey Short Youth Camp for Lilies War every year, is because we provide education and activities for youth. Not only at the war, but throughout the year. By doing demonstrations for youth groups (like the one at JCC), we strengthen our ability to show organizations like the park board that we are living up to our part of the bargain for gaining use of the youth camp. This also helps us when trying to use Boy Scout, Girl Scout or YMCA facilities. And sometimes, we do demos simply because someone we want to develop a relationship with asks us to. That is part of



our reason for participating in the Lathrop Living History Festival. By doing this demo, we gain access to the site for SCA events at other times at a very reduced rate. We build up a good relationship with the town, and they let us use their land and buildings on the cheap. A win/win situation for everyone. Even though we may not gain recruits from every demo, they all help in one way or another. And who knows, when one of those kids from the JCC demo goes away to college, they may see the local SCA folks and remember watching some guys beat on each other back in the day, and remember how much fun that seemed to be. So, the next time you hear about a demo going on, seriously consider going along to help out. You might even get the Baron to buy you a beer.



Picured clockwise from top: Lady Lisette la Fauconniere d’Amboise, Baron Sir Duncan Bruce of Logan, Rhodri ap leuan ap Hywel. Photographs taken by Mathurin Kerbusso.



Chicken in Sweetened Almond Milk By Mistress Gwen A’Brook



Original Recipe XXXII [Q28] One should take hen’s meat from a boiled breast and chop it small. Add almond milk to it in a pot, and a quarter as much of sugar as there is meat, and as much lard as there is sugar and salt. Let it cook together on the embers and stir it occasionally. (Hieatt 2001:51)



Almond Milk Recipe Almond Milk – My Recipe (adapted from Scully 1988:315 and Redon et. all 1998:222223)



1/3 cups blanched silvered almonds (one package) 2 cups hot chicken broth Soak the almonds in cold water for a few hours to reconstitute them. Then make sure your chicken stock is very warm, and combine ½ the almonds and ½ the stock in a blender and grind until as smooth as possible. Take this and strain it through cheesecloth. Grind the next half of the almonds and broth, and strain that through the cheese cloth. Let the residue drain, then gather up the cloth, and squeeze the last bits of moisture out.



Modern Redaction – Chicken in Sweetened Almond Milk: 2 cups boiled chicken breast, chopped fine 1 – 1 ¼ cup almond milk ½ cup sugar ½ cup lard dash sea salt Add all ingredients to a sauce pan over a medium heat and let them simmer until thoroughly warm, the lard is completely melted, and the dish begins to thicken. You will need to stir occasionally so it does not stick to the bottom of the pan.



Hieatt, Constance and Rudolf Grewe, editors and translators. 2001. Libellus de arte coquinaria: An Early Northern Cookery Book. Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies. Tempe, Arizona. Redon, Odile and Francoise Sabban and Silvano Serventi. 1998. The Medieval Kitchen: Recipes from France and Italy. The University of Chicago Press. Chicago, USA.



October, Kalends Style By THL Lorraine Devereaux During much of the Middle Ages people used a complicated calendar inherited from Roman times. This calendar used three named days and backward sequential counting to number the days of the month. For example, the first day of each month was called “kalends” (from which we get our word “calendar”). The “nones” (nine in Latin) was nine days before the “ides,” and the ides was on the 13th most of the year, but on the 15th in March, May, July and October. This means the nones fell on the 5th of the month most of the year but on the 7th in March, May, July and October. The nones doesn’t fall nine days after something, like after the beginning of the month. And it doesn’t fall on the ninth of the month. It falls nine days before the ides. And the ides falls 18 or 19 days before the next kalends (except during March, May, July and October, when it falls 17 days before the kalends). Confused yet? Because the Romans counted inclusively, the day before the kalends isn’t i kalendas, it’s ii kalendas. The day before and two days before are the same day. This is a concept I had trouble with. Then I remembered how as a child I heard the priest say every Easter: “He arose on the third day, according to the Scriptures.” Each year I’d count from Friday afternoon to Saturday afternoon, and from Saturday afternoon to Sunday morning. I never came up with three days. That’s because the Romans counted Friday as one day, Saturday as one day and Sunday as one day. I have no idea why. And thinking about it too much makes my head ache. Because the Romans counted backward and numbered the days inclusively, you get examples like this: ● ● ● ● ●



January 28th was v Kalendas Februarias (four days before the kalends of February) February 3rd was iij Nonae Februarias (two days before the nones of February) March 12th was iiij Idus Martias (three days before the ides of March) March 20th was xiij Kalendas Apriles (12 days before the kalends of April) March 31st was ij Kalendas Apriles (one day before the kalends of April)



Wondering about the “j”s used above? During most of SCA period the last “i” in a number often was written as a “j” to discourage someone adding another “i" behind it (in the same way we were taught to draw a line on a check from the written number to the numeric one to discourage unscrupulous additions). Roman numerals often were written with lower case letters. And numbers like four and nine were written as iiii and viiii – with four “i"s – not iv or ix. That seems to be a later change. To illustrate how our personas would have counted the days, here’s a modern calendar for October 2011 with the Kalends dates listed:



October 2011 Sunday



2 vj nonis Oct. 9 vij idus Oct. 16 xvij kalendas Nov. 23 x kalendas Nov. 30 jij kalendas Nov.



Monday



3 v nonis Oct. 10 vj idus Oct. 17 xvj kalendas Nov. 24 viiij kalendas Nov. 31 ij kalendas Nov.



Tuesday



4 iiij nonis Oct. 11 v idus Oct. 18 xv kalendas Nov. 25 viij kalendas Nov.



Wednesday



5 iij nonis Oct. 12 iiij idus Oct. 19 xiiij kalendas Nov. 26 vij kalendas Nov.



Thursday



6 ij nonis Oct. 13 vj idus Oct. 20 xiij kalendas Nov. 27 vj kalendas Nov.



Friday



7 Nonis Oct. 14 ij idus Oct. 21 xij kalendas Nov. 28 v kalendas Nov.



Saturday 1 Kalendis Oct. 8 viij idus Oct. 15 Idibus Oct. 22 xj kalendas Nov. 29 ijij kalendas Nov.



My apologies if I got the Latin suffixes wrong. Using the Church Weeks Instead The Kalends system used perpetual calendars to figure out what day something occurred (or would occur) with backwards sequential counting. This was great for a Book of Hours but was too complicated for everyday use. This is one reason why the common folk – and a goodly portion of the not-so-common folk – relied on weekly dating. Weekly dating made sense. Something occurred on the Wednesday of such-n-such week, not the iij kalendas of some month. And since each week was numbered or named in the Church calendar, the everyday person knew what week it was and what weeks were ahead. For example, you have Palm Sunday (the Sunday before Easter), Whitsunday (Pentecost, or the seventh Sunday after Easter), Trinity Sunday (the Sunday after Whitsunday), and the Ordinary weeks after Pentecost until Advent, when the Church calendar began again. Other Church Days were used as well: ● Candlemas (February 2) ● Ash Wednesday (seventh Wednesday before Easter) ● Lady Day (March 25) ● Feast of the Assumption (August 15) ● Feast of the Nativity (September 8) ● Michaelmas (September 29 in England) ● All Souls Day (November 2) As well as dozens of locally popular saints days. Most European Christians used such religious dating for personal papers, letters and sometimes even legal documents. This can make it difficult for us to decipher a date in any given year. Whitmonday is on different days in different years, depending on when Easter falls each year. A system so easy for them can be difficult for us. Depending on where and when, an educated, Latin-speaking European in SCA period might use the Kalends dating method for some purposes and use the Church feast and fast days for others. But by late SCA period the Kalends dating system had disappeared. Our modern system



of counting from the first of the month to the end supplanted it. The Kalends numbering system became one of the many “learned,” Latin-related holdovers that a wealthy, educated European should know, even if no one really used it anymore. Useful Calendar Tool Don’t want to work out a date yourself? Go to http://www.lieberknecht.de/~prg/calendar.htm. This useful website calculates any date, past, present or future, using the Kalends dating convention. It also calculates the year for the various New Year conventions in use during SCA period.



Choosing a Name & Creating a Persona by Modar Neznanich ©2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 & 2011



What is a Persona? A persona is the fictional person you wish to have been, had you lived during the period of time the SCA covers (Pre-17th Century). Creating a persona takes some thought, a bit of time and a little research…but deciding who to be is the single most important process you will go through when first joining the SCA. This will be the name you are known by to all your SCA friends, and the background on which to develop many of your SCA activities. Steps to Developing a Persona 1. Choose a Culture To be able to select a SCA name for yourself and begin creating your persona story, you should first decide what culture you desire to be from. There are many means usable to determine what culture you ought to choose. Some people look at the clothes worn by many cultures throughout various times and establish a selection based on what clothes they want to wear. Other people will think about what activities and crafts they are interested in and base a decision on the cultures known for expertise in those areas. Still others will investigate their personal lineage and choose the background of their family heritage as their SCA culture. Yet others will pick their SCA culture based from a historical interest in a particular society. Whatever means you choose to use is quite acceptable. 2. Decide Upon a Time Period This can be fairly easy if you already know there are certain styles of garment or armor that you like and want to create. Or if there is a particular historical occurrence you want your character to have been around for. Otherwise you will need to do some basic research into the various time periods of the culture you have selected and see what appeals to you. The reason you need to select a culture and time period first is that it’s easier to determine what names were in use at a particular point and place. If you choose a name first then you may find it difficult to fit with the culture you like. This in turn means you might have to settle for trying to shoehorn it into whatever culture you can manage. Not an ideal situation…it’s better to decide upon culture and time first and save yourself a headache. 3. Select a Name Once you have selected the culture and time period you wish to take on for your



persona, you are ready to select a name for yourself. Each culture had its own naming practices, or manner in which names were given. To fit into the persona you are creating, you should investigate the culture, read history on the area and see what kind of names people associated with that era utilized. It is best to be as authentic as possible when selecting a name, because your name and persona are the foundation upon which your activities and accomplishments will be based. The research you do to learn about names can also open doorways to activities and points of interest for you to investigate in developing your persona history. Your kingdom’s heraldic corps has name resources available to assist gentles in selecting names. Don’t hesitate to utilize your local, regional and kingdom heralds. 4. Take the Name for a Test Drive Try using a name for a while. Write the name down and have your friends pronounce it. Do you like the way most people pronounce the name? Does the name lend itself to joking comments and if so, are you comfortable with that? Do you find it easy to respond when hearing someone call you by that name? Are a large number of folks in your local group already using that name element, making confusion of who is who possible? All of these are factors to consider before making a final choice on a name. 5. Fleshing Out the Details Once you’ve settled on a name, how much further you develop your persona is up to you. You already have the most basic of personas…name, culture and time period. You can stop there. For example, you may simply be Mary Smith, a 13th century English woman. Or you can focus your persona on who you are in context of the Current Middle Ages of the SCA. For example, you may simply be John FitzWilliam hailing from the Barony of Forgotten Sea, member of the House of the Red Sword and a member of the Calontir Brewers Guild. The choice of focus is yours. Or, if you so choose, you can begin to add particulars to the persona story. Your character’s history can be fairly simple, consisting of your SCA name, the time and place your persona is from, and a few facts such as occupation, social status and general family information. Your persona’s life story can also be more complex and include a variety of factors such as: area/time of birth; languages spoken; occupation & craft skills; behavior/ manners; pursuits/hobbies; weapons skills; travels; significant events during life (both historical and personal) and area/time of death. To accomplish creating a more multifaceted persona will take time and research. But do not feel pressured to develop a complicated story right away. You can start slow and add more details to the chronicle as you go along. Begin by discovering who some of the historical notables from your time period were and read about them. This will give you a sense of happenings in the world during the lifetime of your persona. And it may spark a new area of interest as well. Additionally, there are questions that you can use in your research to assist you in developing a very detailed history. Examples of a few of these questions are: Would your persona have been literate in your chosen culture/time-frame? What type of money did people of your culture/time-frame use? How does your persona personally obtain goods (food, drink, clothes, etc.)? How did people of your culture/time-frame tell time? How did people of your culture/time-frame keep track of days? What type of clothes does your persona normally wear? What type of clothes does your persona wear for special occasions? What were the eating habits of people of your culture/time-frame? What does your persona eat in a normal day?



What types of wildlife live in your persona's area? What kind of religion and religious duties would be required of your persona? What does your persona know of history/science/medicine/geography? How did people of your culture/time-frame deal with trade?



Concerning a Name The best source to use when trying to find a first name is a book written about names that gives dates for the names. (This can include books written in foreign languages; all that is required is to find the name, followed by a date. If in doubt, copy the page and talk with your kingdom’s heralds. They can assist in verifying the reliability of the information for you.) History books are a good source for information on historical figures…however note that many authors use modernized or Anglicized forms of the names. An example would be the name, King Charles of Spain. Charles is the English form of the Spanish name Carlos. Carlos is the name that he actually used. Historians tend to prefer to use conventional modern spellings so that readers will be able to identify the name more easily. Thus, when using a history book, check any prefaces or Author's notes/ introductions to see if the author discusses how they treated names in the book. Books on period church records, parish rolls, consensus lists, or tax rolls are excellent sources. No matter what culture or time period, there is a basic make-up to names. Each name is composed of a minimum of a first name (also referred to as a given name) and a last name (sometimes referred to as a byname or a surname). Some names can have more parts (middle names), but all require at least these two parts. You will need to select at least a first name fairly soon so that other SCA members know what to call you. The rest of the name can wait, if needed, until you've done more research/ determination of your persona. People were given last names to distinguish them from other people in the area with the same first name. These last names are generally known as either bynames or surnames. Bynames were last names given to an individual, not a family, which were not passed from generation to generation. They were given by convenience and circumstance, not by birth. They were designators that were usually straightforward, chosen by the neighbors/family for the individual, not selected by the person themselves. Surnames were last names that a family took and passed on to their offspring, generation after generation. Many surnames originated as bynames that the family kept. Surnames started in the 1300's in Western Europe and were in general use throughout most of Europe by about 1500. Last names (whether a byname or a surname) fall into four basic types: relationship, occupational, locative and epithet. Relationship names are last names that denote being connected to a family. Examples of such names are: Larsson (Norse for Lar's son); mac Domhnaill (Scots for Domnall's son); Haraldsdottir (Norse for Harald's daughter); Ivanovna (Russian for Ivan's daughter) or Mastroguilio (Italian for Guilio's servant). Occupational names are last names derived from an occupation. Examples of such names are: Chapman (English for merchant); Cooper (English for a maker of barrels); Shumacher (German for shoemaker); Giardino (Italian for gardener). Locative names are last names that denote a particular place or general area (usually based on the person's place of origin). Examples of such names are: Ursula of York (English for "from the town of York"); al-Maghrebi (Arabic for "North African"); von Bayern (German for "Bavarian" or "of Bavaria"); "du Nord" (French for "from the north") or della Torre (Italian for "from the tower").



Epithets are not really true names but phrases or terms which describe a characteristic of the person. (Although over time some epithets did develop into surnames.) Epithets can represent a physical characteristic, a character trait or even an event in a person's life. Examples of such are: Barbarossa (German for "redbeard"); Heppni (Norse for "prosperous, lucky"); Knockwalledowne (English for someone who has knocked a wall down). Last names that are relationship, occupational or locative in nature are fairly easy to locate. If you find a period example of a male name, you can use it as the basis for a patronymic (relationship-type last name based on using your father's first name). If you locate a culture's name for a particular occupation, it can (usually) be used as an occupational last name. If you determine a place that existed in period, you can be "from" or "of" that place. Be aware that you may have to make some minor grammatical changes to the name of the person, occupation or place when forming the last name, to be consistent with how a particular language/culture forms names. But for the most part, these last names are easy to find. Epithets seem to be a very easy concept. After all, an epithet is merely a descriptive phrase added on after a first name. But they can be difficult to work with correctly. This is due to the fact that not every descriptive phrase is likely to have been used in period as a descriptive phrase. When looking for, or deciding on, an epithet, remember that epithets were not chosen by the individual but by the community. And the epithet was chosen for convenience, not for dramatic effect. You would likely find in a town two people named John the Tall and John the Short rather than John Wolfkiller and John Bloodyaxe. Also, as a rule, metaphors generally weren't used to describe people. To a medieval person, a last name like Drakenhand would not mean "He strikes with a dragon's hand." it would instead mean, "His hand looks like a dragon's claw." A wise person would have been called Thomas le Wyse not Thomas Quickmind. There are many factors to take into account when doing something as simple as selecting your SCA name. But of all things the most important thing to remember is that you have help available. Most SCA groups have a herald's office with a staff waiting to help. Part of what they do is guide people in selecting names by providing information from books and lists of names compiled from SCA approved sources. Helpful Hints Be authentic/historically accurate in selecting your name. It makes the SCA experience more fun in the long run because it allows you to "get into" your persona better. Do not name yourself after an actual historical personage, a legendary personage, a literary character, copyrighted character or favorite role-playing character. These names are problematic. Some are protected and will not be registered; others cannot be proven to be historically correct and cannot be registered. Avoid trying to be an elf, satyr, vampire or other fantasy character. The SCA is a medieval historical re-creation organization and your focus in names and activities should reflect this. You may not take any title of nobility, or take a name that denotes a rank (i.e. Earl). You should not use a name that would confuse you with someone already in the Society. For example, if there is already a person in the Society who has registered the name William the Baker, you should not go by the name William the Baker. (You won’t be able to register the name and folks may be confused when trying to determine who they need.) The heralds have a list of names already registered, called the Armorial, if you have questions whether about a name is already registered.. Names must include at least one given name and a last name [byname, surname or epithet. (i.e. John Longfellow or James the Tall)]. Realize that creating a fully authentic name requires more than selecting authentic name parts and “slapping them together”. Names in the Middle Ages were constructed differently from the way they are now. For example, the Gaelic name elements of Seán, Tomás and OCorcran are all dated to the 14th century; however combining them



to create the name “Seán Tomás OCorcran” would not be correct, as Gaelic names did not utilize middle names until after the time span the SCA covers. In fact, this was the case concerning the use of middle names, confirmation names and compound surnames for most European cultures. It was only very late in period that a few cultures had them. No more than two languages may be used in a name and you can only use two languages if the cultures that used them had interaction in period. Keep the size of your name in perspective. As a guideline a name should probably not exceed 52 characters, including spaces. A name should fit your persona. A Chinese courtier named Sven Larsson just wouldn't work. Avoid using "Name Your Baby" type books for names. Most of them list modern names that are not medieval in style. Check at Heraldic Consulting Tables held during events for books that are good sources for names or with your local herald. When looking for a specific name, don't get caught up on details of the meaning of a name. Most medieval names weren't given because of their meaning. Know that in period, the spelling of names did vary, but not randomly. Names were spelled to reproduce their pronunciation, but the sound assigned to each letter also varied from one language to another. To correctly determine period spelling variations, you have to understand how the letters correspond to sounds. Examples are: In medieval German, the letters "V" and "F" were pronounced the same. So the medieval German name Friedrich was also spelled Vriedrich. Naming/spelling/pronunciation "rules" are not universal. A common mistake is assuming that modern English pronunciation and spelling rules can be applied to medieval names. Modern English pronounces "y" and "i" the same in many words, but in Middle English and Old Welsh, they represent different sounds. Note that the Bible is not the best source for period names. While some names such as Adam, John, Joseph and Mary were definitely used, most biblical names did not come into vogue until very late or post period. Be aware that some first names in use today, were not always in use. Some names that are used as first names today were used only as last names in period. Other modern first names are misinterpretations of period records. Yet other names were used in period only to refer to legendary people, not real people. Still other names sound period but are modern inventions. Other names, such as plant names, flower names and gem names did not come into fashion until the 19th or 20th century. Just a few of the problematical names to avoid include: Amber, Bethany, Branna, Brenda, Bruce, Corwin, Corwyn, Daisy, Eilonwy, Fiona, Ginger, Heather, Iris, Ivy, Jasmine, Korwin, Korwyn, Liam, Megan, Pearl, Ruby and Sapphire. Consider the possibility of having your persona be from a more unusual culture. In the SCA there are a large number of Norse/Viking, Scots, Irish and Welsh personas. These are followed closely by French, Italian and German personas. English, while once fairly popular, appears to no longer be one of the leading cultures that gentles select for their persona. While these cultures make up a large majority of the personas in the SCA, they by no means cover all the possibilities. Many areas/countries that existed in period are no longer in existence. Others are just often overlooked by people developing their personas. Consider being from Aragon, Asturia, Brittany, Burgundy, Naples, Navarre, Northumbria, Poland, Portugal, Provence, Russia, Savoy, or Switzerland. Or select a time period for a country that is rarely explored, such as lateperiod Icelandic/Norwegian or early-period Russian. Investigate the cultures of people who were Arab, Bavarian, Belgian, Bulgarian, Byzantine, Carolingian, Danish, Dutch, Flemish, Frankish, Kentish, Lombardian, Merovingian, Moorish, Neustrian, Ottoman, Persian, Romanian, Skioldung, Slavic, Swabian, Thuringian, Transylvanian, Visigoth or Yngling. Explore the possibilities. Concerning Sources When browsing books and websites for name information, one needs to be careful



about the reliability of the sources. Quality of research and focus of use of name sources can vary greatly and thus their value can differ as well. It is due to this factor that the SCA currently does not accept information from genealogical websites and databases for documentation at this time. When considering a name list, the signs whether it is reliable or unreliable as a source of medieval names are: Unreliable 1. No dates. 2. No list of sources where the author found the names. 3. The title of the list includes the word baby. 4. There is a meaning given for every name. 5. Languages of origin are given with unscholarly terms like Teutonic or Celtic. 6. There is no variation in the spelling of names, i.e. every William is spelled the same. A list of some names sources to avoid can be found at: Names Sources to Be Avoided in Documentation http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/admin.html#APPENDIXF WWW Names Pages for Medievalists to Avoid http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/arval/badpages.shtml Reliable 1. Gives a clear identification of the source of each name. 2. Gives a clear identification of the date, language, and other contextual information about the source. 3. Gives an indication if any editorial work has been done (e.g., expanding abbreviations, standardizing spelling, transcription conventions, if the original was not in the Roman alphabet). Some webpages that are deemed acceptable for documentation of SCA names include: SCA Laurel Sovereign of Arms Names Webpage http://heraldry.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names.html[No copies needed from this site] Academy of Saint Gabriel Medieval Name Archive http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/[Copy of article must be sent with submission] Final Thoughts A persona does not have to be stationary. It can change and grow with you. Don’t be afraid to change your name and/or culture and/or time period and/or persona story (even after you’ve had it for a while). This can be a small change or changing it totally. Many folks begin in the SCA with a particular focus or goal and as time passes that focus changes. This can result from discovering new interests that one gets involved in, finding out the original area of interest just “isn’t you” or wanting to mesh more closely with the personas of other folks you’ve become connected with. Do not let yourself be limited…feel free to change.



The Sword of Calontir When August-month came time for raiding at the Lake of the Coopers, Anton Ard Righ of the Heartlands left Isabeau, freshly delivered of child, home safe from rigors of travels and warfare, and led three twenties of his finest soldiers, young and old, on the great Ta in. Among that band was Baron Ruaidhri ua Cealleigh, who held lands far to the west, yet travelled far to the east with love of raiding and warring. He had been raised and taught in the House of Ternon, a great father of and in the Heartland. For many years had Ruaidhri shielded with his body the Kings of Calontir as they strode to raid or war that he became known as the Blue Boar of the Heartlands, fo no matter the keenness of blade nor the sharpness of spear that cut at his hide, little could stop him from standing between his King and danger. Baron Ruaidhri travelled with his King and fought long and hard under the shadow of a great mountain, keeping Anton safe from sling stones, spears and hurlybats. Now that place is known as Sliab Collach Gorm, the Mountain of the Blue Boar. So too the next day did Ruaidhri shelter well his King in the woods now called Foraois Ruaidhri. A pair of twenties of Tygermen were cut down by his blades and a twenty of twenties of deathblows aimed at his King were blocked by the Blue Boar. Anton did, with Isabeau’s consent, give to Baron Ruaidhri the Claiomh of the Heartlands, the Sword of Calontir, marking him as among the bravest and boldest of warriors at the Fortieth Tain Pennsica on the ninth day of August in the Forty Sixth year of the Society. Anton King



Isabeau Queen



Andrixos



From the Knit Night Organizer: Greetings the the many fiber artists out there! As the seasons turn and the cold weather creeps upon us, the Barony's Knit Night group is pleased to announce the start of our series on Naalbinding! Our first class will be and introductory class on September 7th at Fighter Practice. We'll be making a small pouch to learn the basics. Needles will be provided at no charge to those wanting to give it a try. The only thing participants need to bring with them is approx. 100 yds of chunky / bulky wool that is suitable for felting (which means NO superwash wool yarns! ). This can be purchased at the local craft store or any of the local yarn shops in the area. If you're not sure what to purchase, please ask! Once we've tackled the basics, we'll be devoting the remaining classes of the year to



working on our first ever largess project! The classes on October 5 and November 2 will be covering construction of a naalbind hat AND new stitches to construct it with. The December session will be set aside as a UFO Night (UnFinished Objects) for those needing a little extra time to get things finished up, and we hope to be able to present them to the Crown at Kris Kinder, so I encourage everyone to come out and participate! Starting in January, we'll have a series on footwear, starting with (you guessed it) a class on naalbind socks! So please make plans to join us for that. As always, if you have questions or suggestions for Knit Night topics, please feel free to contact me - I'm always looking for new input. Josefina del Torre



"The Knitting Madonna" - The Buxtehude Alter, 1400-1410 http://unbornwordoftheday.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/390px-knittingmadonna.jpg "The Holy Family" - Lorenzetti, c. 1345 http://unbornwordoftheday.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/lorenzetti.jpg



“Un Faiseur de Bas Ambulant Occupe a Tricoter” ("The Stocking Knitter") 1560 – 1609 (Anibale Carracci) http://melusinetricote.com/le-carrache-le-faiseur-de-bas-occupe-a-tricoter/209



Local Activities Baronial fighter practice is held at the Westport Roanoke Community Center (WRCC), 3601 Roanoke Rd., Kansas City, MO, every Wednesday beginning at 6:30 pm. Contact Sir Hans for more information. Baronial Populace meetings are held on the first and third Wednesdays at Westport Roanoke Community Center (WRCC) at 7 pm. Contact HL Brendan for more information. Canton of Aston Tor meetings are held on the second and fourth Thursdays at 7 pm. The Loch Smythe contact group holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays. A updated calender for the Barony can be found on Google’s Calendar, or the Barony’s website.



Kinder Market Hosted by The Barony of Forgotten Sea Saturday December 10th, 2011 Site is open 9am to 7pm Shawnee Civic Center 13817 Johnson Drive. Shawnee, Kansas 66216 Site Fee: Adults - $8 ($5 for non-members) Under 18 - $5 Children under age 5 free Family Cap - $26 (not including non-member surcharge) Make checks payable to “SCA Inc., Barony of Forgotten Sea” Inn with lunch type food sponsored by Aston Tor Please watch our website for updated information! www.bfs-kc.org Event Steward: Merchant Steward: Niall Mac Broin Lady Aine nic Tailluer (Michael Cooper) (Annette Barker) 8911 Long St. 8415 S. Corn RD. Lenexa, KS 66210 Oak Grove, MO 64075 913-972-6162 816-224-4069 Please no calls after 9pm [email protected] [email protected]



Baronial Officers



Baron and Baroness Baron Duncan Bruce of Logan and Baroness Ylva Jonsdottir Modern Names: Clayton Neff and Deanna Lewis 6010 Quivira Road, Shawnee, KS 66216 913-268-3081 (no calls after 9 pm, Please) Email addresses are both [email protected] His Excellency [email protected] Her Excellency [email protected]



Seneschal HL Brendan Mac an tSaoir Modern Name: Rik Scarborough Phone: 913-735-5745 (no calls after 9 pm please) Email: [email protected]



Knights's Marshal Sir Hans Krieger Modern Name: Christopher Sage Email: [email protected]



Archer Marshal Lora Ann Ros Email: [email protected]



The Chronicler Lady Narcissus Patricius Modern Name: Patty Scarborough Email: [email protected]



Web Minister Chatelaine Miranda logansdottir Modern Name: Miranda Lewis-Neff Email: [email protected]



Fountain Pursuivant Ysabeau Lambert Modern Name:Lisa S. Marenghi Email: [email protected]



Tamar bat Avraham Modern Name: KC Kupperman Email: [email protected]



The Exchequer Sir Lucian Fidelis Phil Bartalotta Email: [email protected]



Minister of Arts and Sciences Minister of Youth Vacant



Mirriam Von Schwarzwald Email: [email protected]



Credits “Why We Do Demos” © 2011 Claton Neff (SKA: Baron Duncan Bruce of Logan), Used with permission. “Choosing AName & Creating A Persona?” © 2010, 2011 Ron Knight (SKA: Master Modar Neznanich). Used with permission. “The Sword of Calontir Scroll Text” © 2011 Steven Boyd (SKA:Master Andrixos Seljukroctonis) . Used with permission “Chicken In Sweatened Almond Milk”© 2011 G.Allen Johns. (SKA: Mistress Gwen A’Brook). Used with permission. “Baronial Sheild”© 2011 Patty Scarborough (SKA: Lady Narcissus Patricius). Used with permission. “JCC Demo photographs” © 2011 Rex Deaver (SKA:Mathurin Kerbusso), Used with permission. “October, Kalends Style” © 2011 Lorraine Gehring (SKA: THL Lorraine Devereaux), Used with permission. “Kris Kinder Picture?” © 2011 Michael Cooper(SKA: Niall Mac Broin). Used with permission. Masthead: © Vaska McCormick ( SKA:Lady Vaska McCormick). Used with permission. Officer badges: © Jennifer Langley ( SKA:Her Ladyship Sung Sai-erh). Used with permission.



Articles, artwork, anecdotes, and photos are needed to keep a newsletter going. Please consider contributing to the next issue of The Clarion. Below are the release forms to send along with your submissions. Articles, stories, artwork, jokes, etc. need a Creative Work Release form to be published. Persons appearing in a photograph must sign a SCA Model Release Form and the Photographer gives permission to publish the photo with an SCA Photo Release Form. Creative Work Release form fillable PDF http://www.calontir.org/files/pdf/publication/forms/sca-creative-work-release-fillable.pdf



SCA Model Release fillable PDF http://www.calontir.org/files/pdf/publication/forms/sca-model-release-fillable.pdf



SCA Photo Release Form fillable PDF http://www.calontir.org/files/pdf/publication/forms/sca-photo-release-form-fillable.pdf



This is the October, 2011 issue of the Clarion, a publication of the Barony of Forgotten Sea of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). The Clarion published quarterly and is available from Patty Scarborough, 4914 W. 70th Terr, Prairie Village, KS 66208-2305. It is not a corporate publication of SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies. Submissions must be in by the last meeting before the publishing date. Contact the chronicler at [email protected] for deadlines. Any questions, submissions or requests for additional copies should be sent to the chronicler. Please include modern name as well as Society name in all correspondence. Copyright © 2011 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication, please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributors.
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Baronial Letter






demonstration of the SCA for a group of grade school aged children at the Jewish Community ... education and activities for youth. Not only ...... Sir Lucian Fidelis. 
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